Is Your Employee Appreciation Backfiring?
By Marilyn Suttle

Gallup stats show that 70 percent of employees are disengaged. What are you doing to change

those stats in your business? People who work in an environment where doing their best is
recognized have a better chance of feeling good about their work and a better chance of
becoming successful producers. Genuine praise goes a long way in helping workers stay
engaged, especially when demands are high. When it comes to appreciation, it's often not given,
infrequent or ineffective.

When it is given, it isn't always helpful. Why? Because certain types of appreciations
BACKFIRE! Appreciation can be tricky business. Sometimes the most well-meant praise brings
unexpected results.
Just imagine you come to work in an old suit that doesn't quite fit you anymore. Your boss
says, "You look FANTASTIC in that suit." Would you feel flattered? Probably not.
You're more likely to think: "What does she want from me?" The kind words leave you feeling
suspicious of the boss' motives and on guard for fear of being manipulated. Compliments can
also backfire in other ways:

Suppose you're practicing your golf swing, and like me, you're a lousy golfer. Then in one rare
moment you swing your club and hit the ball far and true. Just then, along comes a department
head who says, "You're an AMAZING golfer. That was a WORLD CLASS swing!"

How likely would you be to take another swing in front of that guy? Most will say that they will
not take another swing because they don't want to fall off the pedestal on which they were just
placed.
It's not worth the risk of trying again because there's nowhere to go but down. In other words productivity stops. People who receive praise of this sort in this type of situation stop trying.
A well-meant appreciation can even create anxiety. Here's an example:
The boss says: "You did great today in the meeting. Keep it up."

The employee thinks: "Wow, I did great! But what was it that I did that was so great? How am I
going to measure up next time if I don't know what the boss liked."

As you can see, along with some good feelings, there are inherent problems with certain types of
appreciation.
Ineffective appreciation can cause an employee to:
Doubt the praise - "He thinks I'm the best now, but once he sees how good Frank's
presentation is, I'm history." - Reject the praise - "I'm not brilliant; I just worked harder than
everyone else."

Focus on Weakness - "You say I'm amazingly organized, but if you saw the inside of my car or
my filing system, you wouldn't think I was so amazing."

Feel Manipulated - "She's just buttering me up so I'll work overtime on the next project." Experience Anxiety - "He says I'm the smartest, but what happens when the new hires come
in? If anyone shows potential, I could lose my status."

All the appreciations that caused these undesired side effects had one thing in common. They
were all examples of "judgmental praise." Judgments evaluate.

Here are some appreciation words that fit in the judgment category - good, brilliant, amazing,
and smart. Judgment praise can make employees feel unsettled, uncomfortable, or even angry.
I have a colleague, Pam, who remembers being a young employee sitting at her cubicle. Her boss
peeked in one day and said, "Pam, you're great. Have I told you how much I appreciate
you?" Pam said, "Really, what is it you appreciate?"

The boss was flabbergasted. He didn't know what to say. He just mumbled and walked away. His
words came across as lip service, and Pam did not feel inspired.
Effective forms of appreciation makes a world of difference. It empowers employees to take
pride in their accomplishments, and motivate them to do their best.

Empowered employees will boost a company's bottom line. Empowered employees will seek the
next level of responsibility. Empowered employees will make customers so happy they stay
customers for life.
Before I give you the formula for effective appreciation, I must offer a caution. If you use this
type of appreciation IN ORDER TO GET SOMETHING from your employees - it becomes
manipulation and they can sense it. However, when you offer this type of praise out of an
authentic appreciation for their accomplishments, you'll notice the difference.
To give appreciation in an effective way:
Be specific. Describe what you notice - what your eyes see, or how you feel, without relying on

judgment words. I like to put it this way:

Say what you see, judgment-free. As they hear their accomplishments described, they will

naturally fill in the positive judgment words for themselves.

Here's an example:
Less helpful appreciation: "Ray, you're the greatest accountant ever."

While Ray might agree with your assessment of him, he is just as likely to think one of the
following thoughts: "If he only knew about the mistake I made on the McNeil case, he wouldn't
be saying that," or "I know a few accountants with a lot more experience who are better than
me," or "Oh no. He's getting ready to ask me to do something I'm not going to want to do."

Helpful appreciation: "Ray, I gave you a jumbled box full of crumbled up expense receipts and
in one day you sorted through, filed them, documented everything, and cut me a reimbursement
check for this quarter. Thank you!"

Ray is most likely going to say to himself, "I am a great accountant!" And psychologists tell us
that whatever words follow the phrase, "I am," becomes a direct command to the subconscious
mind. Offering appreciation in a way that has employees praising themselves, will create a
stronger, more committed company, and happier customers.
Do you give descriptive appreciation by saying what your eyes see, what you notice or how you
feel? When you do, it's like taking a verbal snapshot of a person's finest moments.

It stays with them. They cannot deny the evidence before them. When a person's best is affirmed,
they tend to believe more in their abilities to succeed again, and engage more deeply with their
work.
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